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Bible Codes- Knt ynpwu

Crucifixion of Messiah in Psalms 20-25
Term

Translation

Skip

R Factor (in Matrix)

Start

End
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Psalms Ch 25 V 7 Letter 16

Psalms Ch 21 V 13 Letter 28

The ELS reference is 45 characters between rows.
There are 1 displayed terms in the matrix.
The matrix starts at Psalms Ch 21 V 13 Letter 28 and ends at Psalms Ch 25 V 7 Letter 16.
The matrix spans 1801 characters of the surface text.
The matrix has 41 rows, is 1 columns wide and contains a total of 41 characters.

nothing they shall be He vanquished them burning me it went on My desire (or Woe!)
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Aramaic vb. Dan. 5:17 2 Chron. 15:6
Part. w/pron. suff.
Imperf. 3m.p. Peal Perf. 3m.p. Qal Gesenius topic 61

my Messiah

Jesus a Stranger He shall be made shall be lame The LORD
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Imperf. 3m.s.Niphal Imperf. 3m.s. Qal
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My desire went on burning Me. It vanquished them and they shall be
nothing.
The LORD shall be lame.He shall be made a stranger- Jesus my Messiah.
This is an extension on my original central term in my Psalms 22 matrix. Can this message need
explanation ? The ELS remains still within the parameters of the original matrix which centers around
Psalms 22- the crucifixion Psalm. There is also the Mount formed by the words of my Messiah from
the cross , “Eli, lama..”, and “Mt. Moriah”. The terms, “blood of God”, “crucified”, and “For the
LORD Messiah saves” are all clustered around this long message.
This is the minimum skip (-45) for The name “Yeshua Meshiach” – “Jesus
Christ”, in the entire Old Testament.
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This matrix continues downward with 5 letters: àáéåà , or àá éåà –
“My desire went on”. The whole message reads from the bottom upward.
According to Codefinder’s computation of letter
frequencies, the probability for this 41 letter string
occurring by itself is less than 1 in
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10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,
000.
Notice the Hebrew words “Eli lama” (My God,why?) & Mt
Moriah at the bottom of the matrix form a hill with 2 – 45
degree angles with 6 letters for each side and at the top
of that hill , four letters are centered perfectly, closing
the gap between . Those four letters are hwhy (YHWH)
“Yahweh”, The most holy Hebrew Name for God . That is
Who was on the top of that hill, Mt. Moriah, where
Abraham took his son Isaac to offer him, and told Isaac,
“God will provide Himself a lamb for a burnt offering”. He
called that place “Jehovah Jireh” –“Jehovah shall
provide”, and it was said for many centuries afterward,
“On the mount of Jehovah He will be provided.” (Genesis
22:14).
The whole area where the temple was built was Moriah,
and our LORD was crucified on that same hill “The
mount of The LORD”, where they looked upon “Yahweh
Whom they had pierced”. Here it is in word and picture
form in the Psalms as a matrix, centered in Psalm 22, the
Psalm of the crucifixion of The Messiah.
Coincidence ? Not very likely.
Considering the four coded sentences touching the side of
this mount which speak of the suffering of “Jesus my
Messiah” , at a skip of -45 (the minimum skip for “Jesus
Christ” in the entire O.T.) touching a -45 degree angle
side of a hill, which side is formed by the words in
Hebrew of His very cry (Eli lama ?) from that very hill of
suffering and sacrifice , “Moriah”, whose name forms the
other side of that hill, where prophecy said God would
provide a lamb for a sacrifice, which words are found in
that very Psalm 22 , around which the codes are formed,
I would say that such a coincidence is impossible.
Wouldn’t you ?
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